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1

A box of weight 100 N rests in equilibrium on a plane inclined at an angle α to the horizontal. It is
given that sin α = 0.28 and cos α = 0.96. A force of magnitude P N acts on the box parallel to the
plane in the upwards direction (see diagram). The coefficient of friction between the box and the
plane is 0.25.

(i) Find the magnitude of the normal force acting on the box. [2]

(ii) Given that the equilibrium is limiting, show that the magnitude of the frictional force acting on
the box is 24 N. [1]

(iii) Find the value of P for which the box is on the point of slipping

(a) down the plane,

(b) up the plane.
[3]

2

A block of mass 2 kg is at rest on a rough horizontal plane, acted on by a force of magnitude 12 N at
an angle of 15◦ upwards from the horizontal (see diagram).

(i) Find the frictional component of the contact force exerted on the block by the plane. [2]

(ii) Show that the normal component of the contact force exerted on the block by the plane has
magnitude 16.5 N, correct to 3 significant figures. [2]

It is given that the block is on the point of sliding.

(iii) Find the coefficient of friction between the block and the plane. [2]

The force of magnitude 12 N is now replaced by a horizontal force of magnitude 20 N. The block
starts to move.

(iv) Find the acceleration of the block. [5]
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3

A block B of mass 0.4 kg and a particle P of mass 0.3 kg are connected by a light inextensible string.
The string passes over a smooth pulley at the edge of a rough horizontal table. B is in contact with
the table and the part of the string between B and the pulley is horizontal. P hangs freely below the
pulley (see diagram).

4 A particle P of mass 0.5 kg moves upwards along a line of greatest slope of a rough plane inclined at
an angle of 40◦ to the horizontal. P reaches its highest point and then moves back down the plane.
The coefficient of friction between P and the plane is 0.6.

(i) Show that the magnitude of the frictional force acting on P is 2.25 N, correct to 3 significant
figures. [3]

(ii) Find the acceleration of P when it is moving

(a) up the plane,

(b) down the plane.
[4]

(iii) When P is moving up the plane, it passes through a point A with speed 4 m s−1.

(a) Find the length of time before P reaches its highest point.

(b) Find the total length of time for P to travel from the point A to its highest point and back
to A.

[8]
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